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Set - II 

SARVA SIKSHA ABHIYAN, KERALA 

Evaluation Tool for Unit Test 2011-12 (August) 

ENGLISH  

Std. V   Time : 80 mts 
  

Discourse Grade 
Thoughts  

Letter  

Adding Lines  

 

Binu and Basheer ran back home. They were  very happy. They were able to 

chase the thief and got back Binu’s bicycle.  

 “Amma…. Amma… ” Binu called out  

“Oh dear, Have you got back your bicycle?” 

Malathy came from the kitchen 

“We caught the thief” Basheer said. Both the boys looked very tired. 

Malathy said. “Dear boys come and have something.” 

“Give us Kanji,” Binu said. 

“Okay have some Kanji, Basheer you please come” Malathy said. 

“I am not hungry. It is getting dark, I am going” 

Basheer said  and he returned to his house.  

Binu had his Kanji and came to varanda  

He looked at the sky. 

Some Stars were peeping at him.  

Slowly Binu fell into deep thoughts. 
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Activity I : Write Binu’s thoughts 
Hint : He is happy. Binu got back his bicycle with the help of Basheer. 

 

 “Binu…. Binu” Malathy called her son.  

“Yes, Amma” Binu replied. 

“Did you inform the police inspector that you got back the bicycle?”  Malathy 

asked. 

“No, Amma, we directly came back home. 

“Shall  I’ll go to the Police Station now” 

“No need, It is too late. You just write a letter to the Police Inspector informing 

him that you got back the bicycle” 

 

Activity II : What might be the letter written by B inu ? 

 

“Tring …. Tring….” 

Thy bicycle’s bell rang. 

‘It is Basheer. I have to thank him.”  

“Good morning  Basheer.” 

“Good morning Binu.” said Basheer 

“I never thought, I will get back my bicycle.” Binu Said. 

“Yes, yes, we got the bicycle back,  but we couldn’t bring the thief to the Police 
Station.” Basheer Said.  

“He dropped the bicycle and ran very fast” Binu recalled.  

 “Any way, we can enjoy, Come” Basheer said. 

Binu and Basheer rode the bicycle.  

The bicycle moved along the muddy road.  Binu and Basheer were very happy. 
Binu began to sing.   
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I got back my bicycle  

I am riding on the road 

I got back my bicycle 

I am riding with my friend 

……………………………….. 

……………………………….. 

……………………………….. 

……………………………….. 

 

  

Activity III: Add four more lines 
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Grading Indicators 
 

 
1. Thoughts 

Uses  Language reflects  the mood of the situation  

  Expresses Personal reflections, thoughts, feelings 

  Uses well formed sentences 

 

2. Letter  

Writes formal letter in a suitable format 

  Conveys the messages 

  Uses appropriate expressions. 

 

3. Adding Lines 

Adds more words or lines 

  Keeps the rhythm 

  Images/ thoughts / feelings are expressed 


